
 
 
I’ve titled this presentation ‘Territoriality in the social mediascape’ which allows me to 
speak to the specific areas of my research that the conference organisers have expressed an 
interest in. These are on one hand, an interest in heritage deemed challenging, difficult, and 
sensitive - heritages where questions about representation are pertinent, and on the other 
hand, the role and scope of participatory media within that heritage landscape. I’m obviously 
also interested in the points of intersection between these themes.  
 
Here, I’m going to work with a rather different problematic around territoriality; one with 
ownership, authority and authenticity at its nexus; one which is increasingly brought into 
question in our new mediascape. This new mediascape - a social mediascape - is 
characterized by multiplicity, anachronism, bricolage, counter-claims and contestation; new 
forms of history ‘making’ and unmaking, new territorialities, with often rather more 
ambiguous limits. 
 
In recent years, we’ve possibly all been struck by the rise in discourses in the heritage sector 
around participation, co-production and collaboration; discourses that promise to re-draw the 
boundary lines around ‘whose heritage’ and how it is written. These discourses are of course 
promising and to be welcomed, but have been framed within a number of binaries which 
need unpacking: 
 

professional knowledge vs. local knowledge; 
morally ‘good’ grassroots participation vs. morally ‘bad’ top-down programming; 
the powerful vs. the powerless; 
‘the institution’ vs. ‘the community’ or more recently ‘the crowd’ 
‘expert’ vs. ‘amateur’ 
activity vs. passivity 
representation vs silence (or being silenced perhaps) 

 



There are big judgments being made here about the use-value of participatory work as a 
redress to issues around representation, and these need calling to account. 
 
I’ll be suggesting that a focus on two things, playfulness and principles, might be important 
to understanding this landscape, and keeping pace with the changing expectations of heritage 
‘consumers’ in relation to ownership of cultural goods, archives, brands and spaces (I use the 
word ‘consumers’ advisedly here). Playful and principled explorations of these new 
territories are not as mutually exclusive as they might at first appear. 
 
But first… 
 
Something I stumbled across on twitter recently which I think provides a fitting introduction 
to these themes.  
 
The Drunk Museum Review. 
 
 
 
This is an initiative being led by Katharine 
Trendacosta on her io9 blog, launched in 
September with the tagline ‘Drunk Museum 
Reviews. We love museums. We love 
drinking. Why not combine the two?’ 
 
In this case, at the Mütter Museum of the 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia.  
 
I quote… 
 

‘if you are at all inclined toward the maudlin when drunk, the Mütter Museum is 
the wrong place to go. It is especially the wrong place to go if this is your 
inclination and you're alone with no one to talk you out of contemplating your 
mortality while standing in front of a nine-foot colon…. I cannot stress enough 
that having a series of existential crises while drunk and alone in the Mütter 
Museum is a horrible idea. Just horrible…  
 
I don't blame the museum, obviously. I blame myself. There were signs this was 
going to be a disaster and I should have heeded these omens. Instead I moved 
forward with my foolhardy quest. I am, to be perfectly clear, a fucking moron.’ 

 
What are we to think about this? 



 
It’s playful? It’s provocative? It’s risqué? Perhaps even… It’s inappropriate? It’s irreverent? 
Disrespectful? 
 
A piece like this raises profound questions about the relationship between heritage 
institutions and their publics, demonstrating a re-drawing of boundary lines: 
 
Who has responsibility for a heritage brand? Indeed ownership of it? 
Who is telling an institution’s story? How does the institution’s own narrative intersect with 
other stories that might be being written about it? 
Is there an audience for this work? Are they also the institution’s audience? 
How might institutions best enter into dialogue with communities of users who also inhabit 
the online space? 
Is a loss of sole authoritative institutional voice synonymous with a loss of control? 
 
In the case of the Mutter Museum, staff didn't take this as an opportunity for dialogue or 
playfulness; they simply acknowledged the piece in passing and moved on. Perhaps they 
didn't quite know what to do with it; a missed opportunity for a more extended and open 
‘campaign’. Here again I use that term with purpose; it is still notable how much activity in 
the social mediascape might be characterized as marketing/promotions (Kidd 2014). 
 
Regardless of our thoughts on this particular example, it is clear that we are already in the 
realm of talking about PLAYFULNESS and PRINCIPLES (ethics) in the new territories of 
the social mediascape – these are today’s two takeaways. Considering territoriality in this 
mediascape recognizes that applications/sites are (often very different) communication 
spaces within which particular kinds of behaviours and languages are learned and utilized in 
order to imply occupancy, fluency and indeed ownership; even, at times, a group’s defence 
of that space. But they are first and foremost spaces that thrive on playfulness. 
 
Let’s start with PLAYFULNESS 
 
I want to suggest that, emergent in today’s heritage sector, there is a growing propensity - 
and appetite - for playfulness. This is by no means a universal characteristic of heritage 
provision, but is increasingly normative within certain spaces – especially the social media. I 
wish not to suggest that museums of old suffered a sense of humour malfunction, but rather 
that the polyvocal and multiply situated nature of museums in 2014 makes playfulness a 
more attractive and viable proposition, opening up avenues of possibility that simply didn't 
exist even a decade ago for people to contribute to the making of history, the redress of 
representation, and the exploration of identity (individual and institutional). 
 



In a heritage landscape open to playful participations, we might note a proclivity for such 
things as: 
 
-‐ experimentation, remix and mashup 

o Example 1: Images of ‘The Hulk’ (pictured), Batman, Darth Vadar etc in garb of 
the Renaissance. By photographer Sacha Goldberger (exhibition at the Grand 
Palais in Paris). Experimentation from within the artistic establishment. 
 

o Example 2: A mashup between the Mona Lisa, and lyrics from American rapper 
Nicki Minaj. From Fly Art Productions (not a museum or gallery, but a tumblr 
page) 

 
 
-‐ A desire to blur the lines between reality and fiction, to play with scale, materials, the 

images of the world that we have become accustomed to and cease to question; a 
recognition that heritage institutions, collections and exhibitions create their own truths 
which have often gone unchallenged. 

 
o Henry Hargreaves series of Gingerbread and Candy galleries. Louvre Pyramid 

Extension in Gingerbread, hard candy, licorice  
 

 
-‐ A search online for any one of a growing number of museum-related hashtags highlights 

that, for a sizable number of museum visitors sociability and connection are becoming 
vital components of a visit  - there is no better example than the #MUSEUMSELFIE 
hashtag. This serves to highlight the importance of connectivity on site also. Of course, 
this activity does not always begin in the physical spaces of the museum, and nor does it 
cease at the end of a visit. Some don't rely on visitation at all; recognizing that a museum 
visit is not for everybody (it may be a physical and geographical impossibility), but also 
recognizing – and seeking to undermine - the historical inaccessibility of museums’ 
customs and procedures, and the kinds of knowledge they support. The #askacurator 
hashtag is a case in point here.  
 

-‐ Openness and porosity – in any number of ways, openness has become pertinent to the 
museum project in 2014; open doors, open books, open access, open source, open and 
frank discussion… heritage becomes more transparent, more accountable, and so you get 
such projects as the museum takeover days, organized by Kids in Museums in the UK; 
an opportunity for children and young people to infiltrate museums and participate 
meaningfully in the life of the institution. This image is from Teen night at the MET (not 
strictly a social media project, but born out of that ethos). 
 



-‐ There is, in all of this, a real sense of humour and surprise. And these things make 
content infinitely spreadable; across and between different networks. This is of course 
the holy grail of communication in this landscape; getting people to tell your story for 
and with you. There are of course some institutions and individuals who are navigating 
all of this very well, with funny, sharable content, and the element of surprise. The 
Horniman Mseuum in the UK is one such example, with intiatives such as the 
#EXTREMECURATOR which run and run, and which people look forward to sharing 
with their peers (note again the voice of the original poster – not ‘The Horniman’). Such 
content can also inspire fannish activity, such as this #EXREMELEGOCURATOR series 
from @tinctureofmuseums. 

 
-‐ Much of this is about recognizing and instilling in people a sense of ownership over 

collections, buildings, institutions and their heritages. Heritage institutions are less 
squeamish about this than they have been in the past; recognizing that as they have rights 
and duties to the collections and material heritages, so too do their users often feel such 
responsibilities, or want to. And so there are initiatives like #ADOPTAMUSEUM and 
the #MUSEUMOSKARS from the museum140 collective. Also, the #museumhack 
initiative that started with one individual just going into the MET and doing tours; 
uninvited, unpaid, unusual, specializing in un-highlights.  
Crowdsourcing initiatives (not to mention crowdfunding initiatives) also signal a change 
in the relationship between those traditionally defined as history makers, and their 
audiences. 
 

We are talking about heritage experiences that challenge, fragment and spill-over into the 
everyday; the other territories we occupy, online and offline. They are engagements 
characterized by serendipity and chance, losing ones way, and the embrace of randomness 
and incompletion. 
 
This is a landscape where the hunter-gatherer is rewarded. Following the crumbs into a 
rabbit warren of content and curiosity, into perhaps new territories, has the capacity to 
broaden ones horizons, blur their boundaries, or indeed, even facilitate the ‘invasion’ of 
spaces previously considered inpenetrable.  
 
In these examples I have (purposefully) moved across and between examples of institutions 
themselves taking the initiative, users or visitors (onsite or online) carving out opportunities 
to ‘play’, and projects starting with ‘professional’ artists whether commissioned by the 
institution or not. Indeed, what is notable is how quickly the distinction between all of these 
constituencies becomes more difficult to discern in this landscape.  
 



It makes for a colourful display of (some) museums practice that is embracing playfulness, 
not necessarily as the core of what they do, but recognizing it has a part to play in the 
heritage interactions users are seeking out in 2014. 
 
But what are some of the questions this increased activity raises with respect to ethical 
heritage practice? 
 
PRINCIPLES 
 
Museum ethics is a debate that is as old as these institutions themselves, and one that 
becomes more urgent at particular times, in particular places. In the UK, there has been a big 
debate this year about the sale of museum artefacts in order to raise funds for capital 
expenditure with Northampton Museums Service being barred from the MA after a breach of 
its ethics code for doing just that. This code is currently being re-visited, in a recognition that 
it needs updating for the 21st Century.  
 
The MA’s code - and many others I have looked at - offer little in the way of professional 
guidelines when it comes to the kinds of practice we have been looking at here. Specifically, 
digital, and perhaps more pertinently social media, are curiously absent from such statements 
of intent and solidarity. 
 
As digital heritage scholar Ross Parry asserts; ‘the ethics of social media are still absent or at 
best, only emergent.’ (Parry 2011: 321) 
 
Here, for example are the contents of the ICOM code of ethics from 2013. Nothing. 
 
Janet Marstine suggests that we need to look beyond such codes of ethics in order to truly 
explore ethics in the new museums and information ecology, and that this signals the need 
for a complete overhaul of the museums ethics discourse. 
 

‘The traditional museum ethics discourse, created to instill professional practice 
through a system of consensus and its correlative, coercion, is unable to meet the needs 
of museums and society in the twenty-first century’  

 
According to Marstine, the field of museum ethics, has traditionally been shaped by the 
‘prioritization of skill development and standard setting’ (2011: 4) which gives it limited 
applicability in the twenty-first century. Rather, Marstine likes to think about the ‘new 
museum ethics’ as ‘contingent’; touching upon social, political, technological and economic 
factors (8). It is also subject to change, unpredictable and rather more haphazard than we 
might like to think; it is ‘adaptive and improvisational’ (8). This tallies with my own 
experience of ethics and their consideration in the research field. Rarely is the ‘ethics 



committee’ the place where decisions about ethics are decided. More likely, it is on the 
ground and in the moment that such decisions are made, especially if one is engaged in 
participatory research working with diverse and dispersed research ‘subjects’.  
 
So, I can work with this notion of the new museum ethics as being contingent. But what does 
that mean in respect of the work we have been looking at? What kinds of questions does it 
raise for us to explore as we embrace that challenge? 
 
-‐ What happens to the institutional voice? Does one authoritative voice become more or 

less important? Museums seem to be embracing polyvocality within social media spaces 
(especially twitter), but how is that to be ‘read’? Is it always clear who is talking? And 
who they speak for? How do visitors distinguish between the different modes of address; 
the official and authoritative, the playful, or the voices of the other visitors? Does it 
matter if they cannot? 
 

-‐ Who is responsible for communications in these new territories? The individual, the 
institution? Are there safeguards in place? Are museum staff who spend their weekends 
re-tweeting and responding to visitor contributions and queries being appropriately 
compensated? 

 
-‐ Are authority and certainty over-valued by institutions and/or undervalued by 

visitors/users? Does it matter if users don't know who is providing the content they 
‘consume’, ‘use’ and oftentimes distort within the digital domain? 

 
-‐ Where does museological power reside? Is it shared? What kind of democracy are we 

talking about here and are we committed to it? Who does it exclude? Are we ok with 
that? 
 

-‐ Museums often acknowledge that their objectivity is ‘mythical’, but what is the use-value 
of the intense subjectivity they now court? In calls to remember, share stories, memories 
and contributions. What becomes of #towerpoppies? What are the responsibilities of the 
institution to such an archive? Who ‘owns’ it? 

 
-‐ Who owns the collections, associated narratives, and the contributions of the (potentially) 

thousands of participants? A third party? Are we ok with that? What might be the 
copyright entanglements that extend from this practice? Of course, the ethical positions 
might be rather more ambiguous than the legal ones. Neither is the distinction between 
ethical and unethical behaviour dichotomous. 

 
-‐ Do we need to be open to risk? But aren’t museums ‘safe spaces’? 
 



-‐ Might moving between museum content, and other associated content, social networks 
and playframes render the museum unreliable? Does distributed equal diluted? How 
important is textual cohesion? Does the multiplicity and spreadability of such material 
undo the institution, rendering it no more than a piece of an elaborate jigsaw of meaning? 

 
-‐ What does a museum of non-participation look like? Is it just a museum that doesn't 

realise its already involved in a conversation? 
 
One thing that I frequently find myself reiterating to my students and my museum colleagues 
is the very important realisation that many activities within these spaces are varying practices 
of fandom. And surely that makes them opportunities, and the energies of their supporters 
worth respecting, and finding out more about. 
 
Recognising this means reorganising some of those binaries we visited earlier and 
recognising that, in a landscape of participatory practices as diverse and chaotic as ours, the 
distinctions are not always clear cut, or even helpful. We are in a new era of history ‘making’ 
and re-making. Reading participation across such binaries divests heritage professionals – 
and academics - of their responsibility to think reasonably and rationally about ethical 
intricacies on a case by case basis, something which will increasingly need to become second 
nature to us. 
 
 
So, having raised these questions, I now invite conversation and questioning. 
 
 


